Quilt
A quilt is a multi-layered textile, traditionally composed of three layers of fiber: a woven cloth top, a
layer of batting or wadding, and a woven back, combined using the technique of quilting, the process of
sewing the three layers together.. the pattern of stitching can be the key decorative element if a single
piece of fabric is used for the top of a quilt (a "wholecloth quilt"), but in quilt (kwĭlt) n. 1. a coverlet or
blanket made of two layers of fabric with a layer of cotton, wool, feathers, or down in between, all
stitched firmly together, usually in a decorative design. 2. a thick protective cover similar to or suggestive
of a quilt. v. quilt·ed, quilt·ing, quilts v. 1. to make into a quilt by stitching (layers of fabric vcny home
wyndham medallion reversible quilt set. clearance! free shipping on orders over $39; $25.99 - $29.99 was
$79.99 - $69.99. vcny home yara reversible medallion quilt set. 3 3 reviews. clearance! free shipping on
orders over $39; full/queen $29.99 - king $29.99 was full/queen $69.99 - king $79.99na bed bedspread
quilt coverlets set embossed pinsonic solid modern 4 sizes. many styles colors ans sizes twin full queen
king. brand new. $18.70. buy it now. free shipping. 15% off. full/queen or king quilt red plaid patchwork
bedspread bedding set. brand new. $34.99. buy it now. free shippingoduct features eddie bauer fairview
3-piece cotton reversible quilt set, full/queenfirst known use of quilt. noun. 14th century, in the meaning
defined at sense 1a. verb. 1555, in the meaning defined at transitive sense 1a
determine the size of quilt or coverlet that you need. wayfair's quilt sets and coverlets are available in six
different sizes: king, queen, full, twin, california king, and extra-long twinnd the right quilt – traditional
or modern, muted or bright – and bring a touch of class to the bedroom. shop quilts and coverlets at tcs.
the company storejoin our favorite midnight quilter, angela walters, and stitch up the glorious dawn quilt
by myra barnes! we've curated three kits to fit your style — all you need to do is pick your fabric and size
(throw,
twin
or
queen).
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